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Introduction 
Climate change, transport & 
fundamentals of calculating emissions 
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Why quantify emissions?  
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Glacier Reduction, Vernagtferner (Austria) 
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Tropical storms 
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Impacts 
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The role of transport 

Transport Sector in Total GHG Emissions 

12  
GtCO2eq 

7 
GtCO2eq 

26% 
share today 

= increase until 2050 to 

Estimated cost $70-100 billion annualy for adaptation 

1.700.000.000 vehicles in  2050 
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How do we know? 

Climate change, transport & emissions calculation 18/05/2014 
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We gather and analyse data … 

•  Direct tailpipe GHG emissions by mode (1970 – 2010) 

250% 
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We measure… 
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We reconstruct… 

Millenial Northern Hemisphere Temperature Reconstruction, AD 1000-1999 
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We project… 

Global surface warming 
Final�Draft�� Chapter�2� IPCC�WGIII�AR5�
�

� 36�of�90�� �

�
Figure 2.4. Solid lines are multi-model global averages of surface warming (relative to 1980–1999) for 
the scenarios A2, A1B and B1, shown as continuations of the 20th century simulations. Shading 
denotes the ±1 standard deviation range of individual model annual averages. The orange line is for 
the experiment where concentrations were held constant at year 2000 values. The grey bars at right 
indicate the best estimate (solid line within each bar) and the likely range assessed for the six SRES 
marker scenarios. The assessment of the best estimate and likely ranges in the grey bars includes the 
AOGCMs in the left part of the figure, as well as results from a hierarchy of independent models and 
observational constraints. Source: Figure SPM.5 from WGI AR4 SPM. 

Ensembles�of�model�runs�generated�by�different�models,�called�multimodel�ensembles�or�superവ�
ensembles,�convey�the�scatter�of�the�climate�response�and�natural�internal�climate�variability�around�
reference�scenarios�as�sampled�by�a�set�of�models,�but�cannot�be�interpreted�probabilistically�
without�an�assessment�of�model�biases,�model�interdependence,�and�how�the�ensemble�was�
constructed�(see�AR5�WGI�Section�12.2;�(Knutti�et�al.,�2010).�In�many�cases�the�assessed�uncertainty�
is�larger�than�the�raw�model�spread,�as�illustrated�in�Figure�2.4.�The�shaded�areas�(+/Ͳ�one�standard�
deviation)�around�the�time�series�do�not�imply�that�68%�certain�to�fall�in�the�shaded�areas,�but�the�
modelers’�assessed�uncertainty�(likely�ranges,�vertical�bars�on�the�right)�are�larger.�These�larger�
ranges�reflect�uncertainty�in�the�carbon�cycle�and�the�full�range�of�climate�sensitivity�(AR4�WGI�
Section�10.5.4.6�and�Box�10.3;�(Knutti�et�al.,�2008)�but�to�do�not�reflect�other�possible�sources�of�
uncertainty�(e.g.,�ice�sheet�dynamics,�permafrost,�or�changes�in�future�solar�and�volcanic�forcings).�
Moreover,�many�of�these�models�have�common�ancestors�and�share�parameterizations�or�code�
(Knutti�et�al.,�2013)�creating�dependences�between�different�model�runs.�Probability�statements�on�
global�surface�warming�require�estimating�the�models’�bias�and�interdependence�(see�AR5�WGI�
Sections�12.2�and�12.4.1.2).�AR5�WGI�assigns�likelihood�statements�(calibrated�language)�to�global�
temperature�ranges�for�the�RCP�scenarios�(AR5�WGI�Table�SPM.2)�but�does�not�provide�probability�
density�functions�(PDFs),�as�there�is�no�established�formal�method�to�generate�PDFs�based�on�results�
from�different�published�studies.�

Advantages�and�limitation�of�scenario�and�ensemble�analyses�
Scenario/ensemble�analyses�are�an�essential�step�in�scoping�the�range�of�effects�of�human�actions�
and�climate�change.�If�the�scenarios�span�the�range�of�possible�outcomes,�they�may�be�seen�as�

Today 
0.78°C á  
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Arctic Summer Ice Minimum 

Evidence of Artic Ice Melt 
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Benefits of emissions quantification 

•  Understand which (sub-)sectors are responsible for 
which level of GHG emissions  

•  Understand the impact of current and future 
policies and practices 

•  Attain better transport data for improved planning 

•  Support the establishment of strong domestic 
policies that support energy efficiency and 
attainment of co-benefits 

•  Access financing issues through climate change 
mitigation funds  

•  Build the foundation for Measuring, Reporting, and 
Verification (MRV) of transport NAMAs 

Many of the 
same benefits 

apply to 
measuring 

impacts on wider 
co-benefits, 

which can also 
increase support 

for transport 
Interventions. 
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Assessing transport-related 
emissions 

Climate change, transport & emissions calculation 18/05/2014 
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Data needs to calculate emissions 
Top-down vs bottom-up 

Bottom-up 
Data gathered from 
more detailed sources 
Activity based 

Top-down 
Regional level data 
Energy based 

•  Regional total energy 
consumption 

•  Emissions per unit 
energy 

•  Sale figures "
•  Emission factors based 

on energy content 

•  Total VKT 
•  Emissions per VKT 
•  Activity (e.g. vkt) 
•  Emission factors 

(g / activity unit)"
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Comparison of Approaches 

 
 

 

Approach Advantages Disadvantages 
 
Top Down •  National level data is normally 

available 
•  National level datasets tend 

to be relatively high quality 
•  Datasets are often consistent 
•  Good for historic emission 

estimates. 

•  Relatively low level of detail 
•  Lack of data can make use of 

emission inventories 
challenging 

•  Not well suited to assessing 
impact of transport policies. 

•  Transit traffic / system 
boundaries 

 
Bottom Up •  Emission sources assessed 

in detail based on data from 
individual sources 

•  Allows information on local 
issues, such as congestion, to 
be identified 

•  Allows policy evaluation 

•  The most accurate estimates 
require a large number of 
different datasets. 

•  Requires an extensive amount 
of data collection and handling 

•  Datasets can be inconsistent 
or of a relatively low quality 
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General approach to calculate and reduce 
transport emissions 

Activity 
number of trips  

trip length  

Structure 
modal split 
Load factor 

Intensity 
energy consumption  

 (litre/100km) 

Fuel 
carbon content 
(e.g. kg/litre) 

A S I F

GHG- 
Emission 

Transport 
demand 

Specific Energy 
consumption 

Specific GHG 
conversion factor 

= x x 

AVOID SHIFT IMPROVE 

•  Land-use patterns 
•  TOD 
•  Telework 

•  Public transit 
•  Cycling policy 
•  Rail freight 

•  Fuel economy standards 
•  Tire certification 
•  Electric vehicles 
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Data sources for bottom-up calculations 

ASIF component Data requirement 

Total Activity (A) 

•  Fuel use 
•  Annual vehicle kilometers travelled by vehicle class  
•  Tonnes of freight moved 
•  Passenger numbers 
•  Annual kms or fuel use by locomotive type. 

Modal Structure (S) •  Composition of vehicle fleets 

Modal Energy 
Intensity (I) 

•  Kms travelled (passenger km or per tonne of fuel 
used by detailed vehicle class or locomotive type for 
rail)  

•  If there are electric locomotives will need emission 
information from the ‘electricity generating sector.’   

Carbon content of 
Fuels (F) 

•  The carbon content of the fuels used (i.e. petrol, 
diesel and CNG for road transport; diesel for rail). 
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Examples of emissions 
quantifications 

Climate change, transport & emissions calculation 18/05/2014 
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18/05/2014 

•  Inventories 

 

•  Scenario Modelling for Policies 

 Applying emission quantifications 

•  Evaluating projects 
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•  There are many benefits to measuring the emissions impact of low carbon 
transport interventions 

•  Different purposes require different approaches and levels of accuracy 

•  We want to understand transport emissions and impacts to improve 
transport systems and quality of life 

Summary 
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Thank You! 
 

Andrea Henkel 

TRANSfer – Towards Climate Friendly Transport Technologies and 
Measures 

GIZ Eschborn, Germany 

 


